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PLACING ACCESSORIES
In any room the accessories should be placed judiciously in rela-
tion to existing groups of furniture, lamps, and pictures, and they
should not disrupt but support the emphasis already there. The
most important accessories in any room should be at the center
of interest. The secondary centers should have less important
accessories. Empty silent spaces without accessories add to the
dignity and restfulness of a room.
Accessories should be arranged in original and interesting new
ways. Trite groupings should be avoided, such as two candle-
sticks flanking a bowl of flowers on the table or a pot of stringy
ivy at each end of the mantel. A new idea would be to tie to-
gether several musical instruments such as banjos and violins, in
the manner of a Picasso painting, and to hang the group on a plain
wall. Articles that are placed together should be made of ma-
terials that are pleasantly associated, such as pewter and wood,
jade and teakwood, silver and crystal or porcelain.
In a living room in the wintertime, when the fireplace group is
the center of interest, the focal point is usually the mantel shelf.
If an important picture hangs over it, the articles on the shelf
should be fairly inconspicuous. On the other hand, if there is
no picture over the mantel, a large important accessory group
belongs there. A beautiful piece of sculpture might be placed
in the center with a lesser object on each end of the mantel. Three
or Jive articles are usually sufficient for any mantel.
A desk or a living-room table should have no runner, doily, or
mat on it; a lamp and possibly two small articles are sufficient.
A large, low coffee table may hold a pile of two or three new
periodicals, an ash tray, and a plant or cut flowers. A piano
should usually have nothing on it.
The dining room is not a museum and ordinarily should not
have displays of china, glass, or silver, except possibly in built-in
cupboards. A bowl of fruit, flowers, or a large distinctive dish is
desirable on a buffet or on a dining table. See page 10.
The most unusual articles are likely to be found in importing
shops, decorators' shops, antique shops, studios of craftsmen and
artists, and out-of-the-way shops. Auctions, junk yards, and
storage warehouse sales are possible sources for old articles.

